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"It was a bloody awful shot," Sharpe said."My mother could lay a gun better than that.""I didn't think you had a mother," Private Garrard
said."Everyone's got a mother, Tom.""Not Sergeant Hakeswill," Garrard said, then spat a mix of dustand spittle. . . . "Hakeswill was spawned
of the devil." Richard Sharpe--Soldier, hero, rogue--the man you always want on your side. Born in poverty, he joined the army to escape jail
and climbed the ranks by sheer brutal courage. He knows no other family than the regiment of the 95th Rifles, whose green jacket he proudly
wears.
A dramatic new departure for international bestselling author Bernard Cornwell, FOOLS AND MORTALS takes us into the heart of the
Elizabethan era, long one of his favourite periods of British history.
When a senior British officer is captured by the Tippoo of Mysore's forces, Sharpe is offered a chance to attempt a rescue, which in turn
offers an escape from the tyrannical Sergeant Obadiah Hakeswill.But in fleeing Hakeswill, Sharpe enters the exotic and dangerous world of
the Tippoo. An adventure that will require all of his wits just to stay alive, let alone save the British army from catastrophe.
The Latest Of Cornwell'S Perennially Popular Sharpe Adventures, Returning, Like Sharpe'S Tiger, To India, And Culminating With The Battle
At Assaye Which Wellington Considered His Greatest Victory. Repackaged In The Fantastic New Sharpe Look. As Millions Of Readers Came
To Know Bernard Cornwell'S Brilliant Creation Richard Sharpe As He Fought His Way Through The Peninsular War, So They Discovered
That Sharpe Had Started His Soldiering Career In India. In 1997, Sharpe'S Tiger Finally Lifted The Veil On This Exciting Early Life And
Became The Biggest-Selling Sharpe Novel Of All. Now, The Year Is 1803 And Young Sergeant Richard Sharpe Is Still In India Where,
Following His Successes In Sharpe'S Tiger, He Is On The Trail Of A Renegade East India Company Officer. The Pursuit Takes Him Through
The Vicious Siege Of Ahmednuggur To The Bloody Battlefield Of Assaye Where The Future Duke Of Wellington Won What He Considered
To Be His Greatest Victory, With Richard Sharpe, Naturally, At His Side. Full Of The Action And Drama And Atmosphere That Have Made
This Series So Immensely Popular With Both Readers And Television Viewers, Sharpe'S Triumph Will Be One Of The Most Eagerly Awaited
Novels Of The Year.
Bold, professional, ruthless, hero and man of action 'Reluctantly, pain in his eyes, Pakenham looked at Sharpe. "Is there anything else you
have to say?"Sharpe looked back defiantly. "Permission to die in my Rifleman's jacket sir.""Denied." Pakenham looked as if he wanted to add
that Sharpe had disgraced his uniform, but the words would not come. "These proceedings are over." He stood, and Sharpe was led from the
courtroom, his hands tied, condemned to the gallows.'Burdened under the weight of grief and guilt for actions in the past, Sharpe must lead
his men in to battle once more. Victory depends on the fragile relationship between England and Spain being maintained at all costs.But this
is war, and the French Intelligence officer, Pierre Ducos in an unholy alliance with the Spanish inquisitor, and his brother, the sinister
Slaughterman, is determined to win for France by any method, and central to his plan is the death of Richard Sharpe. When the manipulative
spy La Marquesa enters the fray, violence meets deadly intrigue and Sharpe finds himself a fugitive, hunted by foe and ally alike.Soldier,
hero, rogue – Sharpe is the man you always want on your side. Born in poverty, he joined the army to escape jail and climbed the ranks by
sheer brutal courage. He knows no other family than the regiment of the 95th Rifles whose green jacket he proudly wears.
Bernard Cornwell's action-packed series that captures the gritty texture of Napoleonic warfare--now beautifully repackaged It's 1809, and
Napoleon's army is sweeping across Spain. Lieutenant Richard Sharpe is newly in command of the demoralized, distrustful men of the 95th
Rifles. He must lead them to safety--and the only way of escape is a treacherous trek through the enemy-infested mountains of Spain.
Richard Sharpe is sent to Copenhagen to deliver a bribe to stop the Danes handing over possession of their battle fleet to the French.
For more than twenty years, Richard Sharpe, the brave and dashing officer who rose from rags on the street to a commission in his majesty's
army, has been thrilling audiences on both the page and on screen. Now the incomparable Bernard Cornwell ("the greatest writer of historical
novels today"*) returns with a thrilling new installment—the first new Sharpe novel in more than two years. The year is 1811. With the British
army penned into a small part of Portugal, and all of Spain fallen to the invader except for the coastal city of Cádiz, the French appear to have
won their war. Captain Richard Sharpe has no business being in Cádiz, but when an attack on a French-held bridge goes disastrously wrong,
Sharpe—accompanied by Harper, his loyal Irish sergeant, and the obnoxious Brigadier Moon—finds himself in a city under French siege. It is
also a town riven by political rivalry. Some Spaniards believe their country's future would be best served if they broke their alliance with
Britain and forged a friendship with Napoléon's France; their cause is only strengthened when some letters written to a prostitute by the
British ambassador fall into their possession. They resort to blackmail, and Sharpe, raised in the gutters of London and taught to fight, is
released into the alleys of Cádiz to find the woman and retrieve the letters. Yet defeating the blackmailers will not save the city. That is up to
the charismatic Scotsman, Sir Thomas Graham, who takes a small British force o attack the French siege lines. The attack goes horribly
wrong; Sir Thomas's outnumbered army is trapped between the devil and the deep blue sea, and on a March morning, at Barrosa, Richard
Sharpe finds himself embroiled in one of the most desperate infantry struggles ever fought. Sir Thomas has his own reasons for revenge, as
does Sharpe, who goes into battle seeking the French colonel who precipitated the disaster that stranded Sharpe in Cádiz. In a bloody and
stirring battle, Sharpe and the English get their revenge and their victory, but at a terrible cost. A triumph of both historical and battle fiction,
Sharpe's Fury will sweep both old and new Sharpe fans into their hero's incredible adventures.

Richard Sharpe and the Winter Campaign, 1814.
The brilliant beginning of Sharpe’s adventures When a senior British officer is captured by the Tippoo of Mysore’s forces, Richard
Sharpe is offered a chance to attempt a rescue, which in turn offers an escape from the tyrannical Sergeant Obadiah Hakeswill.
The year is 1812, and Richard Sharpe has one mission: to thwart Napoleon's dream of empire. Sharpe and the fighting men of the
Light Company must gain control of two fortress cities in Spain if Wellington's army is to stem the Napoleonic tide.
Three classic Richard Sharpe adventures
"I saw you fight at Seringapatam and I doubt Dodd can stand up to you." "He won't, sir, he won't," Sharpe said grimly. "And I'll
keep you alive." "If God wills it." Sharpe smiled. "Don't they say God helps those who help themselves, sir? We'll do the job, sir."
Richard Sharpe—soldier, hero, rogue—the man you always want on your side. Born in poverty, he joined the army to escape jail and
climbed the ranks by sheer brutal courage. He knows no other family than the regiment of the 95th Rifles, whose green jacket he
proudly wears.
Richard Sharpe returns to England to save the regiment.
Bold, professional and determined, Richard Sharpe embarks on a desperate mission. He must recover the treasure, vital to the
success of the war, now hidden behind enemy lines. The gold is in the possession of a powerful guerrilla leader, feared by ally and
enemy alike. And he has no love for Sharpe, the man who has stolen his woman. But Sharpe's fiercest battles lie with the British
officers, ignorant of his deadly secret and mistrustful of his ruthless methods. The Complete Sharpe Collection with a new
introduction by the author
Harlequins are lost souls, so loved by the devil that he would not take them to hell, but left them to roam the earth. In French, the
word is hellequin – the name given to the English archers who crossed the Channel to lay waste the towns and countryside.
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The seventeenth Sharpe novel sees Sharpe returning from India to London to join the newly formed Green Jackets.
Soldier, hero, rogue - Sharpe is the man you always want on your side. Born in poverty, he joined the army to escape jail
and climbed the ranks by sheer brutal courage. He knows no other family than the regiment of the 95th Rifles whose
green jacket he proudly wears. In this adventure, Sharpe is on his way home from India. He is sailing with the Royal
Navy, who are hunting a formidable French warship, the 'Revenant', carrying a secret treaty that may prove lethal to the
British. The 'Revenant' makes it to the safety of the French and Spanish fleets off Cadiz, and it seems Sharpe's enemies
have found safety. Yet over the horizon is another fleet, led by Nelson, and Sharpe's revenge will come in a savage
climax when the two armadas meet on a calm October day off Cape Trafalgar.
The master of historical fiction presents the iconic story of King Alfred and the making of a nation.
Lieutenant Richard Sharpe and a detachment of riflemen join the assault of a strong French force holding the Holy City of
Santiago de Compostela.
Newly promoted, Major Richard Sharpe is given the task of rescuing a group of well-born women, held hostage high in
the mountains by a rabble of deserters. And one of the renegades is Sergeant Hakeswill, Sharpe's bitter enemy.Sharpe
has only the support of his own company and the new Rocket Troop - the last word in military incompetence - but he
cannot afford to contemplate defeat. For to surrender or to fail would mean the end of the war for the Allied armies.
Sharpe, Having Just Received His Commission, Faces His Toughest Battle Yet In This Return To India, The Terrain Of
The Bestselling Sharpe'S Tiger. Repackaged In The Fantastic New Sharpe Look. It Is 1803 And Sir Arthur Wellesley'S
Army Is Closing On The Retreating Mahrattas In Western India. Marching With The British Is Ensign Richard Sharpe,
Newly Made Into An Officer And Wishing He Had Stayed A Sergeant. Spurned By His New Regiment, He Is Sent To The
Army'S Baggage Train And There Finds Corruption, Romance, Treason And Enemies Old And New. Sergeant Hakeswill
Wants Sharpe Dead, And Hakeswill Has Powerful Friends While Sharpe Has Only An Orphaned Arab Boy As His Ally.
And Waiting With The Cornered Mahrattas Is Another Enemy, The Renegade Englishman, William Dodd, Who Does Not
Envisage Defeat, But Only A Glorious Triumph. For The Mahrattas Have Taken Refuge In Gawilghur, The Greatest
Stronghold Of India, Perched High On Its Cliffs Above The Deccan Plain. Who Rules In Gawilghur, It Is Said, Rules India,
And Dodd Knows That The Fortress Is Impregnable. There, Behind Its Double Walls, In The Towering Twin Forts,
Sharpe Must Face His Enemies In What Will Prove To Be Wellesley'S Last Battle On Indian Soil.
BBC’s major TV series THE LAST KINGDOM is based on Bernard Cornwell’s bestselling novels on the making of
England and the fate of his great hero, Uhtred of Bebbanburg. Books 1-2 now available in one eBook collection.
SHARPE IS BACK. This September, global bestseller Bernard Cornwell returns with his iconic hero, Richard Sharpe.
It is 1811 and the intrepid Richard Sharpe and his riflemen find themselves in one of the bitterest battles of the Peninsular
War.
It is the spring of 1809 and a small British army is stranded when the French invade northern Protugal. Sharpe is cut off and tries
to fight his way back to the British lines but instead is led into treacherous danger. When the future Duke of Wellington arrives to
take command, he immediately mounts his own counter-attack. Sharpe becomes the hunter instead of the hunted. Amidst the
wreckage of a defeated army, in the storm lashed hills of the Portugues frontier, Sharpe takes a terrible revenge.
Richard Sharpe and the Emperor, 1820-21.
"This was his world now, this small saddle of land between the escarpement and the knoll,a tiny piece of grassland that was warm
in the sun and pretty with flowers.There he would meet his enemy, and there he would win.Sharpe was going to war." Richard
Sharpe is about to face his most violent enemy yet.Even though he is the veteran of many battles,Colonel Leroux is a man of such
inventive cruelty, even Sharpe must watch his back.Sent away from the battle fields where he thrives, Sharpe is charged with the
safeguarding of Britain's skilful and valued spy, El Mirador. Sharpe must face the minefield of arsitocratic Spanish society with its
politics and intrigues.His guide is La Marquesa, a lady of a certain reputation.Beset by secrets,and with no-one to trust, how will
Sharpe survive this dangerous assignment?
It is 1799 and Richard Sharpe begins his military career as an young private in His Majesty's service. The expedition to India must
push the ruthless Tippoo of Mysore from his tiger throne and drive out his French allies. When a senior British officer is captured
by the Tippoo's forces, Sharpe goes to the rescue.
Three classic Richard Sharpe adventures.
The newly promoted Captain Richard Sharpe clashes with an incompetent colonel, leads his men in the battle of Talavera and
earns himself a dangerous enemy.
"The greatest writer of historical adventures today." —Washington Post Critically acclaimed, perennial New York Times bestselling
author Bernard Cornwell (Agincourt, The Fort, the Saxon Tales) makes real history come alive in his breathtaking historical fiction.
Praised as "the direct heir to Patrick O'Brian" (Agincourt, The Fort), Cornwell has brilliantly captured the fury, chaos, and
excitement of battle as few writers have ever done—perhaps most vividly in his phenomenally popular novels following the
illustrious military career of British Army officer Richard Sharpe during the late 18th and early 19th centuries. In Sharpe's Fortress,
Ensign Sharpe's adventures in India reach a grand finale at the Siege of Gawilghur during the Maharatta War in December 1803,
as Cornwell's hero uncovers a foul treason and seeks a righteous revenge. Perhaps the San Francisco Chronicle said it best: "If
only all history lessons could be as vibrant."
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages:
51. Chapters: Richard Sharpe stories, Sharpe (TV series), Sharpe characters, List of Sharpe series characters, Sharpe's Sword,
Sharpe's Company, Sharpe's Peril, Sharpe's Eagle, Sharpe's Gold, Sharpe's Devil, Sharpe's Challenge, Sharpe's Battle, Sharpe's
Havoc, Over the Hills and Far Away, Sharpe's Revenge, Sharpe's Tiger, Sharpe's Rifles, Sharpe's Enemy, Sharpe's Siege,
Sharpe's Triumph, South Essex Regiment, Sharpe's Honour, Sharpe's Skirmish, Sharpe's Waterloo, Sharpe's Justice, Sharpe's
Trafalgar, Sharpe's Prey, Sharpe's Fortress, Sharpe's Fury, Sharpe's Regiment, Sharpe's Mission, Over the Hills & Far Away: The
Music of Sharpe, Sharpe's Escape, Sharpe's Christmas, Sharpe's Ransom. Excerpt: This is a list of characters in the Sharpe
series. Major Peter D'Alembord, nicknamed "Dally," is a fictional character in the Sharpe series of novels by Bernard Cornwell. He
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joined the British Army after killing a man in a duel over a woman's favors. Peter D'Alembord is of French Hugenout extraction who
enters the South Essex Regiment as one of Sharpe's many Light Company Subalterns. He becomes captain of the South Essex
Light Company after Sharpe's promotion to major. After Napoleon's return from Elba, D'Alembord is also promoted to major as an
inducement to rejoin the army. He is badly injured at the Battle of Waterloo and has to have his leg amputated. It remains unclear
whether he survives the wound. In the Sharpe television series, his only appearance is in Sharpe's Honour, where he is portrayed
by Edward Atterton, who received no credit for the part. Lucille Castineau was Richard Sharpe's third (common-law) wife in the
Sharpe series of books. Lucille was born in c. 1786 to the Lassan family of Normandy. Her father was the Comte de Lassan, a
minor aristocrat in possession of a large estate house and farm fallen on hard times. Lucille...

At the height of the 1810 battle of Bussaco, Captain Richard Sharpe finds himself separated from his company and lured
into a trap from which he must escape in order to rejoin the conflict at the Lines of Torres Vedras and stop French
invaders at Lisbon. By the author of Sharpe's Havoc. Reprint.
First in a series of novels about the Napoleonic Wars, this covers the Talavera Campaign of July 1809. Richard Sharpe
("a low-born bastard") has risen through the ranks and after ten years has become a lieutenant in the 95th Rifles fighting
the French on the Spanish peninsula. We meet him amid lice and maggots (from his leg wound), wishing his battalion
would be posted home: he's too poor to buy his next promotion.
A novel by Bernard Cornwell that follows the enormous success of his Arthurian trilogy (The Winter King, Enemy of God,
and Excalibur) tells the tale of three brothers and of their rivalry that creates the great temple.
Major Sharpe leads a small force into the mountains in order to rescue a woman held hostage by deserters.
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